Implantation of biodegradable scaffold is considered as a promising method to treat bone disorders, but knowledge of the dynamic bone repair process is extremely limited. In this study, based on the representative volume cell of a periodic scaffold, the influence of rehabilitation exercise duration per day on the bone repair was investigated by a computational framework. The framework coupled scaffold degradation and bone remodeling. The scaffold degradation was described by a function of stochastic hydrolysis independent of mechanical stimulation, and the bone formation was remodeled by a function of the mechanical stimulation, i.e., strain energy density. Then, numerical simulations were performed to study the dynamic bone repair process. The results showed that the scaffold degradation and the bone formation in the process were competitive. An optimal exercise duration per day emerged. All exercise durations promoted the bone maturation with a final Young's modulus of 1.9 ± 0.3 GPa. The present study connects clinical rehabilitation and fundamental research, and is helpful to understand the bone repair process and further design bone scaffold for bone tissue engineering.
. The scaffolds should possess suitable porous structure, mechanical property, biocompatibility, biodegradability, osteoinduction ability, etc. From the biomechanical point of view, mechanical properties of the scaffolds should mimic those of natural bones. In particular, the degradation rate of the scaffolds and the formation rate of bones should match in the repair process, and this is well accepted as a gold standard in the bone tissue engineering (Cao and Kuboyama 2010; Chen et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2014) . Otherwise, a stiff scaffold induces the well-known "stress shielding" effect, and a soft scaffold cannot maintain a porous structure in the load-bearing tissue regeneration. Moreover, it was reported that rehabilitation exercise was beneficial to the bone repair (Courteix et al. 1998 ), but to the best knowledge of authors, the effect of physical exercise durations on the bone repair has not been quantified. Therefore, studying the scaffold degradation/bone formation dynamic coupling process and the influence of rehabilitation exercise durations on the process is necessary.
Biodegradable polymer scaffolds show promise because of their absorbable property, adequate mechanical property and controllable degradation rate (Gopferich 1996) , and the polymer degradation can create extra space allowing new bone in-growth to replace the scaffold eventually. Polymer degradation is due to the scission of long molecular chains caused by hydrolytic reactions and others, and this results in a low molecular weight and mass loss of the polymer. Further, the polymer's structure and physical properties change. At present, there are two erosion mechanisms to describe the polymer degradation. One is surface erosion: as the surface is eroded, the erosion front moves toward the material core (Langer and Peppas 1983) ; the other is bulk erosion: erosion simultaneously occurs throughout the bulk material. Most numerical analyses of polymer degradation consider the bulk erosion. For example, Gopferich and Langer (1993) , Gopferich (1997) theoretically described the bulk erosion by considering a stochastic hydrolysis process. Chen et al. (2011a) proposed a hybrid mathematical model that combined stochastic hydrolysis and diffusion-governed autocatalysis to simulate bulk-erosive biodegradable devices, which showed an excellent agreement with experimental data in literature. However, in reality, the surface and bulk erosions usually coexist or compete (Siepmann and Gopferich 2001; Burkersroda et al. 2002) .
Bone tissue growth is under constant and complex remodeling. The remodeling phenomenon can be generally described by the well-known Wolff's law for long bones (Carter et al. 1989; Frost 1964; Huiskes et al. 1987 ) and for bone repair in tissue engineering (Sturm et al. 2010) , and it states that the mechanical stimulation plays an important role in the remodeling process. Based on the concept, researchers developed different bone remodeling theories by applying different mechanical parameters, such as strain, stress or strain energy density. For example, Cowin and Hegedus (1976) firstly proposed a theory of the dynamic cortical bone remodeling, which assumed that the remodeling rate was a linear function of the strain, and trabecula self-adaptably changed till an equilibrium strain state was reached. Carter (1984) , Fyhrie and Carter (1986) introduced a 'self-optimization' algorithm based on the strain energy density (SED), which assumed that the mechanical stimulation was proportional to the effective stress field. Later, Huiskes et al. (1987) simplified the algorithm by considering SED rate for bone remodeling. Adachi et al. (2001) used strain gradient and developed a theory assuming that bone formed when the stress of an element was less than the contribution from its neighboring elements; instead, bone was absorbed.
The above introduces the scaffold degradation and the bone remodeling, respectively. Regarding the coupling model, Adachi et al. (2006) and Chen et al. (2011b) combined the hydrolysis-based scaffold degradation theories and bone remodeling theories and developed two scaffold degradation/bone formation coupling models to optimize periodic scaffold architectures, and both showed that different structures had different influences on the coupling process. It is worth mentioning that Chen et al. (2011b) also introduced the auto-catalytic effect, the homogenization technique and topology optimization into the finite element model to find an optimal scaffold structure. However, both degradation models were based on the bulk erosion and did not consider how rehabilitation exercise durations affected the bone repair either.
In the sense of experiments, it is not easy to quantitatively investigate the coupling process. Finite element (FE) analysis as an effective method is often employed to study the relevant issues. It not only provides information about the changes of biomechanical environments after scaffold implantation, but also flexibly incorporates mathematical models for the coupling process, allowing pre-evaluation on how scaffold impacts on the bone repair and further optimal design of the scaffolds.
This study aims to develop a theoretical method to study the influence of the rehabilitation exercise duration per day on the bone repair. First, the scaffold degradation including both bulk and surface erosions is modeled by a stochastic function, which is not influenced by the mechanical stimulation. Different from the degradation, the bone remodeling involving bone resorption and formation is mathematically formulated in terms of SED. Then, by utilizing the FE method and considering different rehabilitation exercise durations per day, the two processes are coupled to study the bone repair process within 200 days after scaffold implantation.
Methods

Numerical implementation
Geometry
A porous periodic scaffold was investigated, as seen in Fig. 1a . Due to the scaffold periodicity, the coupling model of the scaffold degradation and bone formation was formulated based on the scaffold RVC, as seen in Fig. 1b . The RVC was obtained by subtracting three orthotropic and concentric cuboids with identical size 1000 µm × 600 µm × 600 µm from a cube with side length 1000 µm. The porosity of the RVC (or scaffold) was calculated as 64.8%, which located in the range of bones' porosity (5-90%, Carter and Spengler 1978) .
Materials
After scaffold implantation, the scaffold pores are usually occupied by a fluid. Interstitial fluid (ISF) was observed to mediate signal transduction in mechanical loading-induced remodeling (Hillsley and Frangos 1994) ; thus, the porous part of the RVC here was assumed to be initially occupied by the ISF. All materials (scaffold, bone and ISF) in the RVC were assumed to be isotropic and linear elastic, and the ISF was nearly incompressible. The scaffold and bone shared a Poisson's ratio, which was a constant in the entire degradation remodeling process.
Boundary conditions
The RVC bottom surface was fixed, and a rigid plate was placed on the RVC top surface to ensure that the RVC was uniaxially and uniformly deformed in the z-direction. The loading history was a trapezoidal pulse with a period 1 day, and it included relax, ascending, holding, and descending stages, see Fig. 2a . The relax stage t relax meant no exercise, and the rest three stages t exercise described the exercise duration. The cancellous bone is generally subjected to a compressive stress in a range of 0.5-10 MPa (Chen et al. 2011b; Gibson 1985) , and as suggested by Shefelbine et al. (2005) , the compressive stress on the RVC here was 3 MPa. It is noted that the ascending/descending stages in the loading history were set to be 0.05 day to avoid the abrupt change in the loading history between the relax and holding stages, which might result in an inaccurate simulation. Seven exercise durations, from 0.2 to 0.8 with 0.1 interval, were studied. In the seven durations, degraded scaffold and formed bone were assumed not to fracture.
RVC mesh and simulation
The RVC was meshed into 8000 (20 × 20 × 20) identical voxel finite elements with side length l = 50 µm, see Fig. 2b . The scaffold degradation and bone formation were numerically performed by coding the user subroutine (VUMAT) of the commercial software Abaqus/Explicit (DS SIMULIA, USA), and the element type was the reduced integration element C3D8R. To display the states of materials assigned to each element during the process, we defined a "state field" χ : namely if χ = 1, the element was scaffold, if χ = 2, the element was bone (including unmatured and matured), and the element was ISF when χ = 3.
Polymer scaffold degradation
Polylactic acid (PLA) was taken as the constituent material of the scaffold, which is a kind of saturated aliphatic polyesters. In the degradation model, two judgments were used to denote the complete degradation of the scaffold elements. One was based on the polymer molecular weight, which was determined by both bulk and surface erosions; the other was based on a modified stochastic degradation algorithm, which was usually used to describe the hydrolytic degradation of polymers. The two judgments are developed as follows:
Polymer molecular weight
The number average molecular weight M n of the scaffold element decreases in the degradation process, and β(t) is used to describe the degradation degree, which is the ratio of the number average molecular weight M n (t) of scaffold elements at time t to the weight M n−nd of the ideal nondegraded scaffold element, i.e.,
when M n (t) reduced to a threshold, the scaffold did not have mechanical properties any more. This corresponded to β(t) decreasing from 1 to a threshold and indicated that the scaffold changed into the ISF. Moreover, because M n (t) resulted from the random breakage of polymer chains in the hydrolytic and autocatalytic reactions, the exponential pseudo-first-order kinetics was used to describe the bulk erosion as (Chen et al. 2011a ): 
where e is the base of the natural logarithm, κ 1 is the bulk degradation rate constant, which is determined by material properties and scaffold morphology, etc. In the ideal case, the polymer at initial stage was non-degraded, and M n (0)=M n−nd held for all scaffold elements. However, in reality, randomly initial degradation by hydrolysis often occurs in all scaffold elements before implantation; thus, each element had a randomly assigned initial porosity α =1−β(0) (Chen et al. 2011a) , which resulted in a initial molecular weight M n (0)=(1 − α)M n−nd . Regarding the initial porosity, it was often studied in the drug release kinetics of polymers and varied from 0.2 to 0.7 (Zhang et al. 2003; Ferrero et al. 2003) . Here, 0.2 was used as the upper limit, i.e., 0 ≤ α ≤ 0.2. Thus, equation (2) including an additional hysteretic delay t add was rewritten as:
with
Equations (2) and (3) only deal with the bulk erosion. However, surface erosion also occurs in the exposed scaffold elements to the ISF. For the surface erosion, the larger contact area between a scaffold element and the ISF, the faster the scaffold element degrades. Therefore, we introduced κ 2 to include the surface erosion, and f (t) represents the number of ISF elements around a scaffold element in a 3 × 3 × 3 zone at time t in the degradation. Based on equation (3), the modified degradation rate was written as:
It is worth mentioning that the local carboxylic acid products play an important role in the autocatalytic effect, and the effect has been verified in the experiments of the local hydrolysis (Wang et al. 2010; Tsuji 2002 ) and included in a theoretical model (Chen et al. 2011a ). However, we here would not take the auto-catalytic effect into consideration. Then, the judgment 1 arrives as: 
Stochastic degradation
Equation (4) corresponds to a first-order Erlang stochastic process (Gopferich and Langer 1993) , and it was used to define the hydrolytic probability density function p(t) of the scaffold element:
where n is the element number per unit volume in the present work, m is the reference element number per unit volume, see Chen et al. (2011a) , which influences the degradation rate constant κ 1 . According to Gopferich's theory (Gopferich 1997) , the complete degradation of a scaffold with a smaller element number in a unit volume needs a longer time than that with a larger element number. Then, the second judgment reads as: Judgment 2: The scaffold element is completely degraded when a randomly generated number between 0 and 1 is less than p(t), and it is changed into the ISF, i.e., χ from 1 to 3. The scaffold element completely degrades when either of the judgments is satisfied. Typically, the mechanical properties of polymers were exponentially related to their molecular weights; for the present model, the Young's modulus E s (t) of the scaffold element was also exponentially related to β(t). Although the experimental result does not show strictly exponential variation, the exponential decrease in Young's modulus is similar to the numerical result by Wang et al. (2010) and experimental result by Tsuji (2002) , i.e.,
where E s and E ISF are the Young's moduli of the ideal nondegraded scaffold and ISF, respectively. As stated before, for ideal scaffold element without initial degradation (i.e.,
When the scaffold element is completely degraded at time t, we have β(t) = 0, and the scaffold element is changed into the ISF, E s (t) = E ISF .
Bone remodeling
Bone remodeling under mechanical stimulation is complex, but generally, it consists of bone resorption and formation. It was reported that only the osteoclasts and osteoblasts adhering on the surface of scaffold or bone could sense the mechanical signal (Horwithz and Parsons 1999) and further resorbed and formed bone tissue. Therefore, the bone resorption and formation were considered to only occur on the surface of the scaffold or newly formed bone. In addition, osteoblasts on the surfaces of the extravascular bone matrix (Scheiner et al. 2013 ) and osteocytes residing in the lacunae (Scheiner et al. 2016a) were directly stimulated by the fluid shear stress, or hydrostatic pressure. However, the structural strain or strain-related stimulation instead of the shear stress or hydrostatic pressure, was widely used to regulate the bone remodeling process. Actually, the strain or strain-related stimulation indirectly influences the cell activities because it causes the changes of the ISF flow and the hydrostatic pressure. Moreover, there is an indication that immature bone is more responsive to alterations of cyclic strains than mature bone (Hou et al. 1990 ). Thus, the local non-uniform SED ψ was here used as the mechanical stimulus. Based on the Husikes theory (1987) and Schulte's work (2013) , the bone remodeling rate u(ψ), indicating the thickness variation of formed/resorbed bone in a unit time, is depicted in Fig. 3 , and mathematically expressed as: 
where c is a constant denoting how fast bone formation and resorption rates reach the maximum growth rate u max , ψ upper and ψ lower are bone formation and resorption thresholds, respectively. Between the two thresholds is the 'lazy zone,' which represents equilibrium between the resorption rate and the formation rate. The local SED ψ of element i is influenced by its neighboring element j within a sensitive distance D, and the closer the jth element to the ith element, the greater it contributes, and the local SED is expressed as (Schulte et al. 2013) :
where q is the number of the contributive elements. SED(x j ) is the strain energy density of the jth element, and d(x j − x i ) is the distance between element i and j. According to the remodeling rate u(ψ), the bone volume fraction α b (t) of a bone element in the dynamic process increases or decreases, and its rate is defined as:
Here, unmatured bone elements are cellular and share a constituent material (matured bone). The bone volume fraction
is the relative density, which is a primary parameter to determine the Young's modulus E b (t) of the cellular bone, ρ b (t) is the density of the unmatured bone, and ρ b is the density of the matured bone. According to the Gibson's work (1985) , the density-modulus relationship E b (t) = Aρ b (t) B is employed to describe the Young's modulus of cellular bones (Keller 1994) . Meanwhile, considering two extreme cases,
, a modified density-modulus relationship is developed as:
It is worth mentioning that both equations (6) and (10) are empirical, but rigorous solutions can be obtained by employing complex micromechanical models for the mechanical properties of the scaffold degradation (Luczynski et al. 2012) and bone formation (Hellmich et al. 2004; Blanchard et al. 2013) . Like the scaffold degradation judged by molecular weight, the relative densityρ b (t) or bone volume fraction α b (t) is used to judge the bone remodeling, since it denotes the degree of bone maturation and determines the mechanical properties of bone. Plus, when α b (t) is small, an element does not contribute to mechanical properties of the scaffold-bone system. Then, this judgment is:
When the bone volume fraction α b (t) of an element is less than a threshold α thre , the element is changed into ISF (resorption), i.e., χ from 2 to 3. On contrary, when α b (t) of an element is greater than α thre , the element is changed into bone (formation), i.e., χ from 3 to 2.
Results
Input parameters
The scaffold here was constituted by PLA. The element number per unit volume m in the literature (Chen et al. 2011a) was 100 3 , and the counterpart in this work was 2 3 , thus, N in equation (5) was calculated as N = ln(2 3 )/ln(100 3 ) = 0.15. For the bone remodeling, the maximum resorption or formation rate was 2 mm 3 /mm 2 /yr (Frost 1990) , which corresponded to u max =0.005 mm/day in the present simulations. The thresholds ψ lower and ψ upper were modified from literature (Schulte et al. 2013) . Besides, as stated in Sect. 2.1, the rehabilitation exercise level was 3 MPa. All input parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 1 .
Simulation results
In this part, the seven exercise durations and the non-exercise duration were simulated.
The scaffold degradation and bone formation.
The volumes of the degraded scaffold and the formed bone normalized by the RVC volume are plotted in Fig. 4 . Generally, it shows the conflict of the trends of the scaffold degradation and bone formation, and the scaffold completely degrades and bone formation reaches a stable state after 140 days. In their respective process, different exercise durations share a trend. For the scaffold, the degradation described by equations (4) and (5) is not influenced by the mechanical stimulation; thus, the degradation for all durations is close to the non-exercise (OSD in Fig. 4a ). The degradation difference for all durations after 20 days exists, and this is induced by the coupling of the bone formation, which is remodeled by the mechanical stimulation. For the newly formed bone, bone rarely forms in initial 20 days and reaches a temporary balance before 50 days; afterward, bone keeps forming until To observe the maturation degree of formed bone, the bone element is displayed from light gray to dark gray; b variations of the Young's modulus, BV/TV and SV/TV 140 days (Fig. 4b) . Moreover, the bone forms faster in larger exercise durations than that in smaller durations before the 50th day, while the final bone formation in all durations is similar except for the duration of 0.2.
The coupling process of scaffold degradation and bone formation.
To observe the coupling process, we exemplified the exercise duration of 0.5, and states at nine time points are shown in Fig. 5 . For the sake of clarity, Fig. 5 only displays the maturation degree of formed bone by gray values, and the degradation degree of scaffold is shown in Appendix. Before 10 days, scaffold changes weakly (Fig. 5a) , and there is almost no newly formed bone tissue (the black dot line in Fig. 5b ), but the system's Young's modulus in the loading direction decreases quickly and monotonously (the blue dot line in Fig. 5b ). This is because only a portion of PLA molecular chains in the scaffold element breaks (Equation (4)), which results in a decrease in the molecular weight and a further decrease in Young's modulus of the element. However, this does not mean that the element is completely degraded; thus, the volume of the scaffold element is not reduced significantly (the red dot line in Fig. 5b) . From 10 to 60 days, scaffold degrades much faster than before, and more scaffold elements are degraded (Fig. 5a ). This is because more and more voids forming in the degraded scaffold facilitate the degradation as the process proceeds. The bone firstly forms on the surface of the four pillars along the loading direction, especially at the eight corners of the RVC because of the high mechanical stimulation. Meanwhile, the Young's modulus of the coupling structure stays constantly around 480 MPa and forms a temporary plateau (Fig. 5b) , which roughly corresponds to the temporary balance of the bone formation (Fig. 4b) . From 60 to 150 days, the scaffold keeps degrading and almost fully disappears at the 120th day (Fig. 5a) , and the fast scaffold degradation promotes the bone formation till the 120th day. Moreover, the Young's modulus increases greatly because of the formed bone. After 150 days, the scaffold completely degrades, and the bone remodeling reaches a balance except few unmatured bone elements.
The comparison of Young's modulus between all durations.
For all the exercise durations, their Young's moduli of the scaffold-bone system are reported in Fig. 6 , and they share a variation. According to the specific case in Sect. 3.2.2, we divide the process into four stages. At stage I (0-15 days), there is almost no difference in the Young's moduli between all durations. This is because there is almost no new bone formation, and the scaffold degradation is unrelated to the mechanical stimulation. At stage II (15-80 days), bone starts to form. Different from the degraded scaffold, bone formation is influenced by the stimulation, which results in the disparity between different durations as the process proceeds. At the beginning of this stage, the modulus of the system continues decreasing till the 50th day, after that it rises slightly due to newly formed bone, and the modulus reaches a minimum of the entire process. At stage III (80-140 days), the Young's modulus increases dramatically due to the degraded scaffold, which leads to fast bone formation. At stage IV (after 140 days), the Young's modulus becomes stable due to the completely formed bone. It is worth mentioning that at the stage II, the longer the exercise duration per day, the greater the modulus attains, as shown in Fig. 4b ; whereas at the stage III, the system's modulus reverses at the 100th day, i.e., the less exercise duration produces a greater modulus. Regarding the reversal at the stage III, it may be caused by the fast bone formation with greater exercise durations at the stage II, which results in a bone coat around the scaffold, and the coat mitigates the scaffold degradation. Thus, the formed bone under a greater duration is less than that under a smaller duration at the stage III. Interestingly, at the stage IV, the exercise duration of 0.3 has an optimal final modulus, and this indicates that the excessive physical exercise is not beneficial for the bone regeneration.
Discussions
The dynamic bone repair process under different exercise durations was investigated and modeled by coupling the scaffold degradation and the bone remodeling. Basic materials were assumed to be isotropic and linear elastic, but the real bone tissue is anisotropic due to the hierarchical arrangement (from nano-to macro-scale) of its components, and the multilevel structure plays a critical role in determining the mechanical properties of the bone (Fritsch and Hellmich 2007; Scheiner et al. 2016b) . Materials' anisotropy influences the inter-level or intra-level cracking behavior in the biomaterials-bone system (Scheiner et al. 2016b) , and the elastic constants or the strain distribution in an organ after implantation (Hellmich et al. 2008) . However, here, due to the only polymer in the scaffold, the polymer was considered as an isotropic linear elastic material. The structural anisotropy of scaffold can be achieved by differentiating the side sizes of the scaffold in its three orthotropic directions, and this could be used to tailor a suitable scaffold to match the anisotropy of macro-level natural bone.
The scaffold degradation is caused by hydrolysis. By adding an extra term f (t)/κ 2 , the surface erosion was incorporated into the model due to surface contact with ISF, which accelerated the degradation. We compared the number aver- Fig. 7 Comparison between present simulations and measurements: In vitro degradation 1 (Tsuji et al. 2011) , in vitro degradation 2 (Helder et al. 1990 ), in vivo degradation 1 (Pitt et al. 1981 ) and in vivo degradation 2 (Pistner et al. 1993) age molecular weight (M n ) in the present simulation with its experimental counterparts from the literature in Fig. 7 . Generally, the present degradation exhibits an exponential decay and is comparable to experiments from the literatures (Tsuji et al. 2011; Helder et al. 1990; Pitt et al. 1981; Pistner et al. 1993 ). In particular, at the early stage of degradation, from 0 to 20 days, the number average molecular weight (M n ) of the scaffold linearly decreased by 40%, while the volume percentage of scaffold in the RVC (SV/TV) only decreased by 10% (Fig. 4a) . After 20 days, both M n and SV/TV decreased until a complete degradation around 150 days. Scaffold's size as well as shape also influences the polymer degradation; thus, they are always optimized from the sense of the physical (mechanics, permeability) and biochemical properties (cell migration, tissue formation). When the size of the PLA matrix is smaller than a critical size, the surface erosion prevails in the degradation process. This is because a larger specific surface area allows a greater contact with water-contained ISF, which facilitates the hydrolytic reaction of the matrix. The scaffold shape seems to have a weak influence on the bone repair dynamic process (McIntosh et al. 2009 ). However, Adachi et al. (2006) and Chen et al. (2011b) studied two kinds of scaffold RVC with different shapes and reported that the neo-tissue firstly forms at the corner in the former work and on the inner surface in the latter work. This is beneficial for the design of scaffold architectures; for instance, on the basis of the optimized size and shape, the distribution of the polymer mass can be tailored to balance the scaffold degradation and new bone formation (Adachi et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2011b; Hollister et al. 2002) . Besides, temperature and pH values of the hydrolytic environment have effects on the degradation rate, and molecular weight also determines the degradation time (Wu and Wang . Thus, the total PLA degradation time differs from 6 months to 2 years (Sinclair 1996) , and the degradation parameters in the present simulation could be modified to address different situations.
The bone remodeling is on the basis of a SED-regulated mechanosensory function. At the final stage, the volume percentage of formed bone in the RVC (BV/TV) of all exercise durations, except 0.2, is 15 ± 1 %, corresponding to an approximate constant porosity of 85% (Fig. 4b) . The constant porosity is determined by the geometry (or pillar thickness) of the RVC, and this verifies that the final trabeculae thickness is closely associated with the magnitude of the mechanical stimulation (Ruimerman et al. 2005) , and here the applied load was kept to be 3 MPa. The peak strain of the final scaffold-bone system is 1625 ± 254 με (Fig. 8) . According to the "mechanostat" model proposed by Frost (2003) , the bone remodeling reaches homeostasis, and the remodeled bone mass and strength keep constants when the peak strain is between 1000 με and 1500 με (Modeling Region, MESm), which is close to the present mean value 1625 με. For the coupling model, from Fig. 5a , we can see that there is no formed bone tissue along the horizontal pillars. This is due to the weak mechanical stimulation at the horizontal pillars, which is not able to promote bone formation. This phenomenon is consistent with the numerical simulation by Oers et al. (2008) , in which the strain-induced osteocyte signal only directed the bone remodeling in the loading direction. Moreover, this also explains that trabecula in cancellous bone always orientates along the loading direction. From  Fig. 6 , it is seen that under the same exercise level 3 MPa, the system reaches a minimum state around 50 days and a balance state around 140 days regardless of the exercise durations. This is also comparable to the work by Adachi et al. (2006) , who reported that the optimal scaffold was Fig. 9 The smallest and final Young's moduli of the seven exercise durations during the bone repair process completely degraded after 120 days, and the system's strain energy was the weakest at 40 days. However, it is worth mentioning that they used the strain energy instead of the Young's modulus as the optimal index of the scaffold. In order to monitor the system's Young's modulus in the entire process, the smallest Young's modulus and the final Young's modulus are plotted in Fig. 9 , and they are 280 ± 150 MPa and 1900 ± 300 MPa, respectively.
Clinically, the presented results suggest that rehabilitation exercise is unnecessary in the first two weeks as it has slight effect on the bone repair process. After this period, because a longer exercise time produces a smaller final modulus of scaffold-bone system, moderate exercise time is recommended to obtain a final optimal modulus. Here, the exercise duration of 0.3 is the best choice.
Indeed, due to simplifications of the scaffold degradation and bone remodeling, there are limitations. First, in reality, the polymer degradation is also influenced by the mechanical stimulation (Thompson et al. 1996; Fan et al. 2008) , composition, molecular weight, shape (Cao et al. 2006 ) and pH value (Li and Chang 2005) , but the present degradation model did not consider these factors. Meanwhile, the polymer degradation here only influences the stress redistribution of the scaffold-bone system, and the effect of the degradation on biological and molecular responses was not taken into account either. Second, the real walking frequency was generally treated as the mean loading history every day due to the computing cost. Thirdly, the mechanical stimulus (SED) was considered as the only factor controlling the bone remodeling. The growth rate c as an empirical constant in equation (7) was selected, whereas actually, the growth rate is related to the biochemical and molecular signals, etc., which regulate the activities of osteoclasts and osteoblasts (Scheiner et al. 2013 (Scheiner et al. , 2014 . Fourth, ISF was considered as incompressible solid instead of fluid, and this neglects the important role of the fluid shear stress (FSS) between ISF and bone tissue (Dillaman et al. 1991) . Despite these limitations, the novel framework still provides insight into the interplay between degraded scaffold and formed bone under different rehabilitation exercise durations and helps establish a sustainable link between the modeling and simulation and the tissue engineering communities.
Conclusions
This work investigated the influence of rehabilitation exercise durations on the bone repair process by coupling the scaffold degradation and the bone remodeling, which exhibit an opposite variation. The degraded scaffold dominates the stiffness of the scaffold-bone system at the initial stage, and the newly formed bone dominates at the final stage. Under a cycled mechanical stimulation, excessive rehabilitation exercise duration is not beneficial for the bone repair, and an optimal duration exists. The Young's modulus of the repaired bone tissue is comparable to that of the trabecular bone. Although the theory is based on the simplified mathematical model, it still improves our understanding of the dynamic bone repair process and can be used to guide the rehabilitation exercise and the design of polymer scaffolds for clinical applications. 
